3-PT COURT and TIME Assignments (pages 3, 4, 5)

Starts at 9:00 pm Wednesday @ LCA (Liberty Christian Academy)
Arrive 15 mins BEFORE your assigned time WITH YOUR HELPERS and BASKETBALLS.
You may warm up on court “Z”
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Format! Shooting from 5 points on the
court.
What to Bring:

ONLY 2 Basketballs and 2 helpers
(rebounders)

How it works: Each shooter has 60 seconds to make
3-pt shots at FIVE designated areas (see diagram). A shooter will shoot from spot #1 and must
make a legal 3-pt shot before moving to spot #2 and so forth. If a shooter has made it all the
way to corner #5 and made that shot and there is time on the clock, he/she continues by
making another shot from corner #5 (2 in row), before moving to spot #4 , and so forth. If
the shooter makes it back to corner #1 and there is still time on the clock, a consecutive shot
from corner #1 must be made before moving to wing #2, etc.
Each shooter will receive one point for each successful, legal 3-point shot made within 60
seconds. Please stick around in case of a tie, there will be a “shoot-off” if necessary.
This video demonstrates the new format:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KB-chl8FjEU
(however this MS shooter in the video messed up
at the end by NOT making 2 in row from corner #5
as he tried to move to wing #4.

Shooters:
1) See your time/court assignment on Pages 3 and 4. Warmups are permitted on the back
court “Z”.
2) Have 2 basketballs and 2 helpers READY TO GO.
3) Command will be “Shooter ready… set… go …” Shoot for 60 seconds
4) REMINDER: if you score from far corner #5, and there is time left, you must make a 2nd
shot from far corner #5 before moving to 4, then 3, 2, then 1 etc. If you make it to #1
and there is still time, you must make a 2nd shot from #1 before going to #2, etc.
5) Report your score at the scorer’s table
6) Receive your free CAR MAGNET at the scorer’s table.
7) Stick around to see how your AGE DIVISION is doing.
8) Awards handed out after all shooters are done.
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Final check for any shoot-outs (for tie-breakers) then Awards are handed out…

1st Place in Each Division receives :
An engraved award
A customized East Coast Tournament ball cap ($19 value)
2nd Place in Each Division receives :
An engraved award

